Abstract
Introduction
The words segmentation approaches in printed/handwritten text lines are usually based on various heuristics and assumption that the gaps between words (inter-word gap) are larger than those inside the words (intra-word gap) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Words extraction from handwritten text lines usually involves calculation of threshold for inter-word gap. Hence, the text line is decomposed into series of single connected or horizontally overlapped connected components [7] [8] . Following decomposition, a threshold distance is determined to decide the gap either inter-word or intraword [5] , finally the words are extracted. The extracted words may contain punctuation marks.
Additionally, there are recognition free approaches to determine word segment points such as neural networks [9] , scale space techniques [10] and semantic knowledge [11] . On the hand, such approaches increase complexity and ultimately processing speed is reduced. Thus, research in this area is still active and onward towards its maturity [13] .
Unlike the previous techniques for word extraction, proposed technique does not rely only on the horizontal distance threshold but to make the approach robust contour features are also activated. Hence, it allows inter-word gaps to be smaller than the threshold that increases its performance and robustness.
This paper exhibits improved results with simple techniques without any preprocessing for word extraction in contrast to Varga and Bunke [1] . In this regards, a brief review of [1] is presented.
Complex tree structure is proposed using extension of baseline method [7] for word extraction along with preprocessing (slant, skew correction and upper, lower, middle line detection). Besides that, punctuations were assumed on upside and downside of lower and upper baselines respectively. Hence only punctuations those outside core zone are detected. Four variants BB-MWR (bounding box median white run length), BB-AWR (bounding box average white length), CH-MWR (convex hull median white run length) and CH-AWR (convex hull average white length) were introduced to calculate threshold. In contrast to [1] , authors have introduced simple approach for word extraction and punctuation detection without any preprocessing. Experiments performed on 1000 text lines, taken randomly from IAM database [12] , showing improvement on accuracy and speed. The rest of the paper is organized in three sections. Section 2 presents the proposed approach, in section 3
Contour vs Non-Contour based Word Segmentation from Handwritten Text Lines: an Experimental Analysis
Fajri Kurniawan, Amjad Rehman Khan, Dzulkifli Mohamad experimental results are discussed and finally conclusion is drawn in section 4.
Proposed Word Extraction Approach
In this section, authors demonstrate how to apply contour based approach for word extraction. Contour and punctuation detection are described and demonstrated. Furthermore, threshold computation is explained.
Contour Detection
A very simple technique is adopted to detect contour of the words in the text line. The contours are traced in the text line from right to left. The foreground pixel that have no foreground pixels on its right, top and bottom up to some threshold distance (both vertical and horizontal) are treated as contour (see figure 1 ). Let say an images denoted by P where
h w is height and width of P respectively. 
Punctuation Detection
Punctuations can cause inter-words gap become smaller and therefore mislead intra-word gap to interword gap [8] . Hence, punctuation is a big problem and therefore it causes many errors in accurate word segmentation. Many preprocessing techniques are employed in this regard [1, 3, 4, 10, 11, 13] . Authors have proposed new technique to detect punctuations as well. A small size square is drawn by taking each detected corner as center. The contour is detected as punctuation, if square boundary does not cross any foreground pixel. The size of square is small as possible that calculated empirically. After that, the detected punctuations are treated separately and are not taken into consideration when segmenting the line. A possible weakness of the proposed punctuation detection technique is unable to detect punctuation that larger than normal size or too close to character's contour. The results for punctuation detection are exhibited in fig. 3 . Average of conected contour
Threshold Computation
In this paper, threshold is computed from median white run-length (MWR) and Average white run length (AWR) in a line. MWR is the median of the set of white run-length in a line. Meanwhile, AWR is the median of the number of white pixels in a line divided by the median number of black-white transitions in the same line. Nevertheless, MWR is rather simple to classify most short gaps as intra-word gaps [13] . First and second segmentation points of words are located interchangeable. First segmentation determine by tracing foreground pixel column by column from left to the right. First segmentation is the column with zero number of pixels. Second segmentation was determined using contour coordinate with check gap to the right column along with threshold value. This approach is successful even inter-word distance was minimum.
Bounding Block

Experimental Results and Discussion
Text Lines Database
For experiments, 1000 text lines (with 8,610 words) are extracted randomly from IAM database [12] and fed to the proposed system. 
Analysis and Comparison of Results
For measuring performance of a segmentation algorithm, there exist several methods [13] . In this paper word extraction rates (WER) is computed similar to [1, 3] . The accuracy of word extraction was measured as the percentage of correctly extracted words in relation to the number of words as under. Words extracted are shown in figure 6 (i-iv) . Speed is another important issue, overlooked by many researchers. Complexity of the technique is inversely proportional to speed [14] . As the proposed approach is simple and without preprocessing, hence the speed is optimal. Although our experiments are only preliminary, but the results compare favorably with those of other researchers. Performance of the novel method with other research reported in literature is compared in table 1. [1, 7, 10] since the performance was evaluated in a similar way as in this paper. Finally, we can conclude that the punctuation detection, despite of being calculated in a rather simple way, improved the word extraction accuracy significantly. 
Conclusion
A comparison based on contour vs. tree structure, baseline has been presented. The techniques are experimented and compared using IAM benchmark database. We have conducted a number of experiments by varying threshold calculation practiced by other researchers. The best comparison results with our experiments are compared in table 1. The results show that contour based word segmentation achieved better word segmentation rate than other techniques. We must point out that our technique is free from all normalization that reduced computation complexity and therefore enhanced speed significantly unlike other techniques.
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